Show your employees only the information they need—and nothing more

Help protect sensitive data with role-based redaction

Safeguarding sensitive data and the interests of customers, citizens and patients is critical. Unauthorized access to intellectual property, personally identifiable information (PII) or protected health information (PHI) could be disastrous for your organization.

Documents can be redacted automatically, blocking out information based on the role of the requestor and according to your specifications. You can protect private data while enabling users to access the information they need for their jobs.

Direct who sees what with role-based redaction from IBM® Enterprise Content Management

Direct who sees what with role-based redaction from IBM® Enterprise Content Management

What is sensitive data?

- Names
- Addresses
- Phone numbers
- Social Security numbers
- Medical information
- Account numbers
- Passwords
- Credit card numbers
- Login names or handles
- Credit card numbers
- Merger and acquisition information
- Corporate tax information
- Product development information
- Financial formulas

Authorizing only the right people to view confidential information is critical
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Manage risks:

- Help prepare for your compliance requirements, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), by limiting information visibility.

Speed response time:

- Facilitate immediate access to the right information for authorized individuals only.

Streamline security:

- Simplify information protection processing with automated redaction.

Reduce costs:

- Help control storage and document management costs by keeping only the original document of record.

Visit the IBM ECM website

https://ibm.biz/BdsTir

Watch the video

https://ibm.biz/Bds9Cs

Read the blog

https://ibm.biz/BdsqsF

80 percent

$4 million

84 percent

$126 billion

predicted amount of consumers in developed nations who will defect from a business over the next two years because their PII is impacted in a security breach1

80 percent

total average cost of a data breach2

$4 million

US consumers surveyed that are concerned about the security of their PII3

84 percent

spent by surveyed cybercrime victims globally since 20154

$126 billion
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